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14.1 Parabolic trend of Atmospheric CO2 (Mauna Loa Observatory) 

Fig.1  CO2 ppmv values, monthly and detrended from march,1958 (left). Detrended from january,2015 and the same interpolated.Last value march,2021

Monthly amount of atmospheric CO2  since March 1958  is regularly measured  at the  Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii.  Data are
reported as a dry mole fraction defined as the number of molecules of carbon dioxide divided by the number of molecules of dry air
(water vapour removed), multiplied by one million (ppm). 
The comprehensive monthly data are plotted in fig.1 left,  indicating an apparent exponential rise from 316 ppm of 1958.Black
monthly values (column 4, see below) and red de-seasonalized data(column 5, see below). The last six years interpolation of the de-
seasonalized data shows a parabola with a downward opening. This is why the second degree coefficient is negative. This indicates a
decrease in the slope of the Mauna Loa curve in the last six years.

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/trends/


First step is the download of the data into a local file (the name is  ‘co2_mm_mlo.txt’ or whatever you prefer)
f = urlwrite('https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/webdata/ccgg/trends/co2/co2_mm_mlo.txt','co2_mm_mlo.txt')

Once the file is downloaded the above instruction is no more needed, unless a new version is available (normally in
the first days of each month). In the Octave here below is transformed into a comment by preceding the line with ‘%’.

Data are preceded by useful informations, that the user should read. 
Data section is dived in 8 columns, respectively :
1 = year, 2= month, 3= decimal date, 4= monthly average, 5= de-seasonalized, 6= number of days per month
7 = standard deviantion of days, 8 = uncertanity of mothly mean. 

Data from March 1958 through April 1974 were obtained by C. David Keeling of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(SIO) and they do not contain 7,8 values. Monthly mean CO2 is constructed from daily mean values. In order to obtain
fig.1, we use in the script only column 3,4,5.

The file  ‘co2_mm_mlo.txt’  is stored in a character string with the instruction  fileread. The data are preceded by
comments, so we have to find data start and end using index. Two data starts are here selected, namely 1958,march
(that corresponds to the beginning of records) and january,2015.  The procedure happens therefore twice; a new
character string ‘M’ is extracted  and then transformed in a numeric matrix ‘X’ by the function str2num(). Of the
matrix ‘X’ we use the third column (decimal date), the fourth (monthly averaged data) and the fifth (same data as
fouth, but de-seasonalized). xYear vector contains the decimal year format, y and yd store the CO2 concentration data.
In fig. 1(a) the monthly and de-seasonalized data are shown. In fig.1(b) some more data elaboration is done, in order
to calculate the trend from 2015 until do-day, using de-seasonalized data. The two mighty functions polyfit()  and
polyval()  do the job of interpolate the points. The first function requires x,y vectors and a degree for the
polynomial (in this case 2, but it can be varied), the second calculates the polynomial values according to abscissa
xYear and the coefficients stored in vector p. 
As it can be seen from the negative sign of the second order coefficient, the parabola is downward opening, indicating
a decrease in the rate of increment of the CO2 concentration(fig.1).
 
clear;clc;format short;format compact;
% f = urlwrite('https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/webdata/ccgg/trends/co2/co2_mm_mlo.txt','co2_mm_mlo.txt')
S = fileread('co2_mm_mlo.txt');     % co2_mm_mlo.txt is the file 'as downloaded' from web site
a1 = index(S,' 1958    3');         % find data start, whole set
a2 = index(S,' 2015');              % find data start, from january,2015
% from march,1958
M = S(a1:end);                      % M is a 'reduced' string only containing data
X = str2num(M);                     % the row vector is converted into a proper matrix
xYear = X(':',3);    % decimal date
y = X(':',4);        % monthly average ppmv CO2 in dry air
yd = X(':',5);       % de-seasonalized data
subplot(1,2,1);plot(xYear,y,'k',xYear,yd,'r');grid on;grid minor on;
axis([1957,2024,300,430]);xlabel('Year');ylabel('ppmv CO2');



legend('measured','de-seasonalized','location','northwest');
title('Mauna Loa Observatory CO2 data');
% from january,2015 
M = S(a2:end);                      % M is a 'reduced' string only containing data
X = str2num(M);                     % the row vector is converted into a proper matrix
xYear = X(':',3);    % decimal date
yd = X(':',5);       % de-seasonalized data
p = polyfit(xYear,yd,2)  % displays the coefficients of parabole starting from x^2, then x and const
x = (2015:1/12:2023);
y = polyval(p,x);
subplot(1,2,2);plot(x,y,'r','LineWidth',2,xYear,yd,'k');grid on;grid minor on;
axis([2014,2024,395,425]);xlabel('Year');ylabel('ppmv CO2');
legend('de-seasonalized','parabolic trend ','location','northwest');
title(['parabola : ',num2str(p(1),'%.2f'),' x^2  ',num2str(p(2),'%.2f'),' x  ',num2str(p(3),'%.2f')]);



14.2 Sun Spot Number from 1749, according to SISLO

clear;clc;format long;format compact;
%f = urlwrite('http://sidc.oma.be/silso/DATA/SN_m_tot_V2.0.txt','silso.txt')
S = fileread('silso.txt'); % silso.txt is the downloaded text-file.
M = strrep(S,' *','')
X = str2num(M);



xYear = X(':',3);ySpot = X(:,4);
yS = movmean(ySpot,20); %<<< User may vary '20'
plot (xYear,yS,'r','LineWidth',2);grid on;grid minor on;axis([1745,2022,0,300]);
xlabel('Year');ylabel('Sun Spot Number');
title('Sun spot numer from january,1749 according to SILSO');



14.3 Sea Surface Temperature and its frequency analysis

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration mantains records for global and regional surface temperature. Weekly records of 
sea surface temperature can to be obtained from the web-address listed in the script (‘urlwrite’ function). One of the most interesting 
area is the so-called El-Nino 3-4 region, which stretches  around the equator in the pacific ocean, 5N-5S in latitude and  150W-90W 

http://www.noaa.gov/


in longitude. This area is located in the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean (figure 2) and presents  an irregular periodic variation in winds 
and sea surface temperatures, measured usually by the ENSO index (El Niño–Southern Oscillation).

Fig.2 Geographic location of the four  El Niño areas.

These variations affect the climate of much of the tropics and subtropics. The warming phase of the sea temperature is known as El 
Niño and the cooling phase as La Niña. Differently from the most Authors, here we examine not the ENSO index but a more direct 
parameter, the temperarure of the sea surface.
Data are obtained by the web site ponted out in the script in form of a weekly database from januar 1990. These data are 
deconvoluted firstly with a large period sinewave(from 550 to 650 weeks) , then the sinewave is detracted and the residuals are again 
deconvoluted with a sinewave but with a smaller period (from 50 to 60 weeks). The two periods converged to the values of 

period 1 =  622.49 weeks = 11.93 years   (1 year = 365.24 days)
period 2 = 52.186 weeks = 1.000 years    (1 year = 365.24 days)

It is evident that the two periodicity are in close agreement with the solar spot cycle and the TSI (Total Tolar Irradiance), the last 
varying along with the sun-earth distance in the elliptic earth orbit, with an exact period of 1  year. The solar spot number is in close 
relationship with solar activity and hence the TSI.
The yearly variation of TSI is to be related to the earth-sun distance along the orbit. We use an approximate formula for this,

Q=S0  [1+0.034⋅cos (2π⋅ n
365.25

)]         S0=1367W /m2    n=number of days

where Q is the TSI along the year. This formula takes advantage from the perihelion (closest approach to the sun) being in the first 2-
4 days of january, approximated to 0.

https://www.itacanet.org/the-sun-as-a-source-of-energy/part-2-solar-energy-reaching-the-earths-surface/#2.1.-The-Solar-Constant


The sunspot number is downloaded from the web site of SILSO, Sunspot Index and Longterm Solar Observations / Royal 
Observatory of belgium, Brussels, according to the usual procedure of ‘urlwrite’ function in Octave.
The calculated delay results about 4 months for the short cycle and 3 years for the long one. The heat capacity of the surface layer of 
the ocean waters could possibly explain a 4 moths delay. The longest delay of 3 years could be explained by the longer chain of 
events, from the increased solar spots to solar activity and finally to ocean’s warming. 
The whole script follows :

clear;clc;format short;format compact;
global Ud yd xd n;
% differently from Matlab, Octave functions are defined at the very beginning of the program !
function ydRes = best(p) % ------ minimizer
  global Ud yd xd n;
  Ud(:,3) = sin(2*pi/p*n);   % sin
  Ud(:,4) = cos(2*pi/p*n);   % cos
  G = inv(Ud.' * Ud);
  xd(:,1) = G*Ud.'*yd;
  ydR = yd - Ud*xd(:,1); % residuals
  ydRes = sum(abs(ydR)); % sum of residuals
endfunction              % ------ end of minimizer
%---------------------------------------------------------
% Climate Prediction Center, National Weather Service, NOAA-USA
% f = urlwrite('https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/wksst8110.for','el_nino_2.txt')
% the above line to be activated once
S = fileread('el_nino_2.txt');
a1 = index(S,'03JAN1990');
M = S((a1-1):end);
M = strrep(M,'JAN',' 0 '); % January is == 0
M = strrep(M,'FEB',' 1 ');
M = strrep(M,'MAR',' 2 ');
M = strrep(M,'APR',' 3 ');
M = strrep(M,'MAY',' 4 ');
M = strrep(M,'JUN',' 5 ');
M = strrep(M,'JUL',' 6 ');
M = strrep(M,'AUG',' 7 ');
M = strrep(M,'SEP',' 8 ');
M = strrep(M,'OCT',' 9 ');
M = strrep(M,'NOV',' 10 ');
M = strrep(M,'DEC',' 11 '); % December is == 11
M = strrep(M,'-',' -');
X = str2num(M);



xYear = X(:,1)./365 + X(:,2)./12 + X(:,3); % date in decimal year
yd = X(':',8);  %  El Nino 3 + 4 real ocean temp. 5N-5S 150W-90W 
nTot = length(yd);
disp ([X(1,1),X(1,2)+1,X(1,3)]);          % start day month year
disp ([X(nTot,1),X(nTot,2)+1,X(nTot,3)]); % end day month year
Ud = zeros(nTot,4);
Ud(1:nTot,1) = 1;                      % constant plateau
Ud(1:nTot,2) = linspace(-1,1,nTot);    % linear trend (orthogonal)
n = linspace(1,nTot,nTot);
xd = zeros(4,1);
pMin = fminbnd(@best,550,650); % 1st call to the minimizer
x2 = best(pMin);pMin         % once found , pMin is given again to the best() function
y3 = Ud*xd(:,1);              % y3 is the first SINEWAVE
y4 = yd;
yd = yd - y3;
pMin1 = fminbnd(@best,50,60); % 2nd call to the minimizer
x2 = best(pMin1);pMin1
y5 = Ud*xd(:,1) + y3;        % y5 is the second SINEWAVE
plot (xYear,y4,'b',xYear,y3,'g','LineWidth',2,xYear,y5,'r','LineWidth',2);grid on;
grid minor on;axis([1988,2021,20,30]);hold on;
%---------------------------------------------------------
% Total Solar Irradiance. An Estimate from ithaca web-site
% https://www.itacanet.org/the-sun-as-a-source-of-energy/part-2-solar-energy-reaching-the-earths-surface/#2.1.-The-
Solar-Constant
TSI = 3 + 20*(1 + 0.034*cos(2*pi*xYear));
plot (xYear,TSI,'k');hold on
%---------------------------------------------------------
% SILSO Sunspot Index and Longterm Solar Observations / Royal Observatory of belgium, Brussels
%f = urlwrite('http://sidc.oma.be/silso/DATA/SN_m_tot_V2.0.txt','silso.txt')
S = fileread('silso.txt'); % silso.txt is the downloaded text-file.
M = strrep(S,' *','');
X = str2num(M);
xYearS = X(':',3);ySpot = X(:,4)./100 + 20;
yS = movmean(ySpot,20);
plot (xYearS,yS,'m'); title ('Sea Surface Temperature deconvolution in El-Nino 3-4 region');
xlabel('Year');ylabel('Temp. °C');
legend ('Temperature data','long period deconvolution','short period deconvolution','Total Solar Irradiance',...
'Sunspot Number','Location','bestoutside');hold off



14.4 Strong correlation between Sun Spot Number (Silso) and neutron Flux (OULU). Sunspots number anticipates
by about 5 months the neutron flux



delay (months) = 5    correlation(max) = 0.92291



clear all;clc;format short;format compact;
% SILSO Sunspot Index and Longterm Solar Observations / Royal Observatory of belgium, Brussels
% http://sidc.oma.be/silso/DATA/SN_m_tot_V2.0.txt
% f = urlwrite('http://sidc.oma.be/silso/DATA/SN_m_tot_V2.0.txt','silso.txt')
S = fileread('silso.txt');
a1 = index(S,'1964 04');
M = S(a1:end);
M = strrep(M,' *','');
X = str2num(M);
xYear = X(':',3) - 1/24;yS = X(:,4);% january = 0.5/12
yS = movmean(yS,20); %<<< User may vary '20'

% Neutron Monitor database query - [OULU, DOMC, DOMB NM detectors]- http://cosmicrays.oulu.fi/
% Station: OULU NEUTRON MONITOR
S = fileread('OULU_monthly.txt');
a1 = index(S,'1964.04.01');
a2 = rindex(S,'CORR') - 1;
M = S(a1:a2);
M = strrep(M,'.',' ');
M = strrep(M,':',' ');
X = str2num(M);
yN = (7000 - X(:,10))/4; % Linerly modified monthly neutron Flux
% yN = modified neutron Flux = (7000 - NeutronFlux)/4
yN = movmean(yN,20); %<<< User may vary '20'
plot (xYear,yS,'r','LineWidth',2,xYear,yN,'b');grid on;grid minor on;axis([1964,2022,0,500]);
xlabel('Year');ylabel('SunSpot & NeutronFlux');
title('SunSpot / NeutronFlux compared from april 1964')
legend('Sun Spot Number','Neutron Flux, inverted and rescaled');

% delayed correlation 
j = 0;
for i = -10:10
  ++j;
  if i >= 0 
    c(j) = corr(yN(1:(end-i)),yS((1+i):end));
  else
    c(j) = corr(yN((1-i):end),yS(1:(end+i)));
  endif
  disp([j,c(j)])
endfor
[w,iw] = max(c);disp(['delay (months) = ',num2str(9-iw),'    correlation(max) = ',num2str(w)]);
figure;
plot(c,'og','LineWidth',2);grid on;grid minor on;axis([1,21,0.7,1]);



xlabel('delay (months)');ylabel('correlation SunSpot & NeutronFlux');
title('SunSpot / NeutronFlux correlation - with variable delay')



14.5 Octave simulation of an Air Parcel (10x10x10 m) rising up in the earth atmosphere from sea level.Three 
cases are considered : isothermal, adiabatic with dry air, adiabatic with wet air.
14.5.1-  dry air at a constant temperature (15°C)

clc;clear all;format short;format compact;
% Air Composition in mol% : N2 78.084,O2 20.9476,Ar 0.9365,CO2 0.0319
% Universal Constants (S.I. Units) as follows
R  = 8.314472;  % Gas Constant
M  = 0.0289697; % Molar Mass of dry air , Kg/mol
g0  = 9.807;    % Gravity acceleration in m/s^2 on equatorial earth surface
Re = 6.38e06;   % Equatorial earth radius
T  = 273 + 15;  % start temperature of Air Parcel

% ----> Start Simulation : 1000 m^3 of air are considered as 'AIR PARCEL' 10 x 10 x 10 m <----

P = zeros(1000,1); P(1) = 101325;% start pressure @ sea level in Pa , 1 atm.
for h = 1:1000
  % the mass of 1000.0 m^3 of dry air is calculated according to pressure p(h); PV = nRT  ; mass = PVM/(RT)  [kg]
  m1 = 1000*P(h)*M/R/T;



  % the gravity acceleration decreases with altitude, a new is calculated
  g = g0*Re^2/(Re + 10*h)^2;
  % this mass is transformed in force acting on 1.00 m^2
  f1 = m1*g/100;
  % this force is detracted from the pressure, and a new one is calculated
  P(h+1) = P(h) - f1;
endfor

% ----> End of simulation and graphics <----

plot (P/100,'r','LineWidth',2);grid on;grid minor on;axis("tight");
xlabel('Altitude (meters * 10)');ylabel('Pressure (hPa)');
title('Isothermal (15°C) pressure of an air parcel versus altitude');

14.5.2 – dry air parcel adiabatic expansion



clc;clear all;format short;format compact;
% Air Composition in mol% : N2 78.084,O2 20.9476,Ar 0.9365,CO2 0.0319
% Universal Constants (S.I. Units) as follows
R  = 8.314472;  % Gas Constant
M  = 0.0289697; % Molar Mass of dry air , Kg/mol
g0 = 9.807;     % Gravity acceleration in m/s^2 on equatorial earth surface
Re = 6.38e06;   % Equatorial earth radius
T  = 273 + 15;  % start temperature of Air Parcel
% NASA thermodynamic coefficient for dry air
dry_air = [ 1.009950160e+04,-1.968275610e+02,5.009155110,-5.761013730e-03,1.066859930e-05,...
           -7.940297970e-09,2.185231910e-12,-1.767967310e+02,-3.921504225e+00];

% ----> Start Simulation : 1000 m^3 of air are considered as 'AIR PARCEL' 10 x 10 x 10 m <----

p = zeros(1001,1); P(1) = 101325;% start pressure @ sea level in Pa , 1 atm.
T = zeros(1001,1); T(1) = 288; % start temperature 15°C
for h = 1:1000
  % the mass m1 and moles of 1000.0 m^3 of dry air is calculated according to pressure p(h); PV = nRT  ; mass = n*M 
[kg]
  n1 = 1000*P(h)/R/T(h); m1 = n1*M ; % n1 is the number of moles in the air parcel
  % the gravity acceleration decreases with altitude, a new is calculated
  g = g0*Re^2/(Re + 10*h)^2;
  % this mass is transformed in force acting on 1.00 m^2
  f1 = m1*g/100;
  % this force is detracted from the pressure, and a new one is calculated
  P(h+1) = P(h) - f1;
  % Cp is calculated and dT due to expansion adiabatic work is calculated
  Tx = [T(h)^-2,T(h)^-1,1,T(h),T(h)^2,T(h)^3,T(h)^4];
  Cp = R*sum(Tx.*dry_air(1:7));
  deltaT = 1000*(P(h) - P(h+1))/Cp/n1;
  T(h+1) = T(h) - deltaT;
endfor

% ----> End of simulation ; graphics <----
x = linspace(1,1001,1001);
ax = plotyy (x,P/100,x,T-273);grid on;grid minor on;
xlabel("Altitude (meters * 10)");
ylabel (ax(1), "Pressure (hPa)");
ylabel (ax(2), "Temperature (°C)"); 
title("Adiabatic pressure and temperature of a dry air parcel versus altitude");
legend("pressure","temperature");
figure
plot(T-273,P/100,'k','LineWidth',2);grid on;grid minor on;



xlabel("Temperature (°C)");
ylabel("Pressure (Pa*10)");
title('Pressure/Temperature plot for a dry air parcel');

14.5.3 – wet air parcel adiabatic expansion (with water condensation)



clc;clear all;format short;format compact;
% Universal Constants (S.I. Units) as follows
R  = 8.314472;  % Gas Constant
Ma = 0.0289697; % Molar Mass of dry air , Kg/mol
Mw = 0.018016;  % Molar mass of water , Kg/mol
g0 = 9.807;     % Gravity acceleration in m/s^2 on equatorial earth surface
Re = 6.38e06;   % Equatorial earth radius

load -binary 'interp.bin' m;
P = zeros(1001,1);P(1) = 101325;   % start pressure in Pa
T = zeros(1001,1);T(1) = 273 + 30; % start temperature
H2O = zeros(1001,1);               % mol H2O(vap) in Air Parcel
Pvap = exp(polyval(m(:,4),T(1)));  % water vapor partial pressure in Pa at T(1), supposed T>273
StartH2O = 50;                     % start relative humidity
H2O(1) = StartH2O/100*1000*Pvap/R/T(1); % mole water at T(1) in the whole Air Parcel



% <---- Start simulation ---->

for h = 1:1000
  % saturated water pressure Pvap and heat of condensation dH are calculated
  if T(h) <= 273.15                            % SOLID ICE <--> VAPOR
    Pvap = exp(polyval(m(:,2),T(h)));
    dH = polyval(m(:,1),T(h));
  else                                         % LIQUID WATER <--> VAPOR
    Pvap = exp(polyval(m(:,4),T(h)));
    dH = polyval(m(:,3),T(h));
  end
  % number of water moles at saturation
  H2Osat = 1000*Pvap/R/T(h);
  %..does water vapor condense ?
  if H2Osat < H2O(h)        % water vapor condenses, however 50% of due, in a single step (kinetics)
    nC = (H2O(h) - H2Osat)*0.5 % nC is the number of water moles condensing
    H2O(h) = H2O(h) - nC;   % refresh of water vapor  
  else
    nC = 0;                 % water doesn't condense
  endif
  H2O(h+1) = H2O(h);
  % the total moles nT of 1000.0 m^3 of wet air is calculated according to pressure P(h); PV = nRT  
  nT = 1000*P(h)/R/T(h);
  % the mass of the Air Parcel is calculated
  m1 = Mw*H2O(h) + Ma*(nT - H2O(h));
  % the gravity acceleration decreases with altitude, a new one is calculated
  g = g0*Re^2/(Re + 10*h)^2;
  % this mass is transformed in force acting on 1.00 m^2
  f1 = m1*g/100;
  % this force is detracted from the pressure, and a new one is calculated
  P(h+1) = P(h) - f1;
  % Cp is calculated and dT due to expansion adiabatic work
  Cp = polyval(m(:,5),T(h));
  deltaT = (1000*(P(h) - P(h+1)) - nC*dH)/Cp/nT;% by now Cp refers to dry air
  T(h+1) = T(h) - deltaT;
endfor

% ----> End of simulation ; graphics <----

x = linspace(1,1001,1001);
ax = plotyy (x,P/100,x,T-273);grid on;grid minor on;
xlabel("Altitude (meters * 10)");



ylabel (ax(1), "Pressure (hPa)");
ylabel (ax(2), "Temperature (°C)"); 
title('Adiabatic pressure and temperature of a wet air parcel versus altitude');
legend('pressure','temperature');
figure
plot(x,H2O/1000,'b',"LineWidth",2);grid on;grid minor on;axis([0,1000,0,0.900]);
xlabel("Altitude (meters * 10)");
ylabel("Water vapor (mol/m^3)");
title('Adiabatic water vapor in a wet air parcel versus altitude');
figure
plot(T-273,P/100,'k',"LineWidth",2);grid on;grid minor on;
xlabel("Temperature (°C)");
ylabel("Pressure (Pa*10)");
title('Pressure/Temperature plot for a wet air parcel');

File interp.bin interpolates themodynamic data from NASA-CEA database with a third order polynomial

clc;clear all;format short;format compact;
% Universal Constants (S.I. Units) as follows
R  = 8.314472;  % Gas Constant
M  = 0.0289697; % Molar Mass of dry air , Kg/mol
% NASA thermodynamic coefficients
% solid H2O, valid 200 to 273.15 K
H2O_cr = [-4.026777480e+05,2.747887946e+03,5.738336630e+01,-8.267915240e-01,4.413087980e-03,...
          -1.054251164e-05,9.694495970e-09,-5.530314990e+04,-1.902572063e+02];
% liquid H2O, valid 273.15 to 373.15 K
H2O_liq = [1.326371304e+09,-2.448295388e+07,1.879428776e+05,-7.678995050e+02,1.761556813,...
          -2.151167128e-03,1.092570813e-06,1.101760476e+08,-9.779700970e+05];
% H2O gas, valid 200 to 600 K
H2O_gas = [-3.947960830e+04,5.755731020e+02,9.317826530e-01,7.222712860e-03,-7.342557370e-06,...
            4.955043490e-09,-1.336933246e-12,-3.303974310e+04,1.724205775e+01];
% dry air
dry_air = [ 1.009950160e+04,-1.968275610e+02,5.009155110,-5.761013730e-03,1.066859930e-05,...
           -7.940297970e-09,2.185231910e-12,-1.767967310e+02,-3.921504225e+00];
Rx1 = H2O_gas - H2O_cr; % H2O(solid) <==> H2O(gas) 200 --> 273.15
Rx2 = H2O_gas - H2O_liq;% H2O(liquid) <==> H2O(gas) 273.15 --> 373.15

i = 0;
for T=180:273
  TxH = [-1/T,log(T),T,T^2/2,T^3/3,T^4/4,T^5/5,1,0];



  TxS = [-1/T^2/2,-1/T,log(T),T,T^2/2,T^3/3,T^4/4,0,1];
  % SOLID ICE <--> VAPOR
  DeltaH = R*sum(TxH.*Rx1);DeltaS = R*sum(TxS.*Rx1);DeltaG = DeltaH - T*DeltaS;
  Pvap = 101325*exp(-DeltaG/R/T); % Pvap is the H2O vapor pressure in Pa!!
  ++i;x1(i) = T;y1(i) = DeltaH;y2(i) = log(Pvap);
endfor

i = 0;
for T=273:330
  TxH = [-1/T,log(T),T,T^2/2,T^3/3,T^4/4,T^5/5,1,0];
  TxS = [-1/T^2/2,-1/T,log(T),T,T^2/2,T^3/3,T^4/4,0,1];
  % LIQUID WATER <--> VAPOR
  DeltaH = R*sum(TxH.*Rx2);DeltaS = R*sum(TxS.*Rx2);DeltaG = DeltaH - T*DeltaS;
  Pvap = 101325*exp(-DeltaG/R/T); % Pvap is the H2O vapor pressure in Pa !!
  ++i;x2(i) = T;y3(i) = DeltaH;y4(i) = log(Pvap);
endfor

i = 0;
for T=210:330
  % Cp is calculated (specific molar heat for dry air)
  Tx = [T^-2,T^-1,1,T,T^2,T^3,T^4];
  Cp = R*sum(Tx.*dry_air(1:7));
  ++i;x3(i) = T;y5(i) = Cp;
endfor
m = zeros(4,5);
m(:,1) = polyfit(x1,y1,3);
m(:,2) = polyfit(x1,y2,3);
m(:,3) = polyfit(x2,y3,3);
m(:,4) = polyfit(x2,y4,3);
m(:,5) = polyfit(x3,y5,3);
save -binary 'interp.bin' m



14.6 Koehler curve
Koehler curve (see wikipedia ‘Koehler  theory’) does not account for the formation of a saturated salt solution in the aerosol droplet.
Moreover it employs a simplified Raoult equation , not suited for concentrated solutions and uses other unnecessary simplifications.
This simulation is on the contrary starts from a dry aerosol particle (in this example solid NaCl) and considers the growth of the
particle by water condensation. The red curve refers to a saturated solution , while the blue to completely solubilized NaCl in the
droplet.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%C3%B6hler_theory


clc;clear all;format short;format compact;
R = 8.314472;   % Gas Constant
T = 273;        % Temperature in (K)
load -binary 'interp.bin' m;
Ppure = exp(polyval(m(:,4),T)); % vapor pressure of pure liquid water at the temperature 'T'
Ppure
r1 = 1e-6 ; % dry aerosol particle radius (cm)
            % NaCl mass therein contained is 9.09*r1^3 (grams)
            % 'm' is the mass of water forming the solution around the particle 
            % being solubility for NaCl 36g in 100 ml H2O the mass of saturated solution
            % around the particle is '1.36*m' and the amount of solubilized NaCl is '0.36*m'
            % being 2.17 the density (g/cm^3) of solid Nacl and 1.202 the density of saturated solution we have :
i = 0;ti = 0;            
for m = logspace(-18,-8,100); % 'm' is the mass of water forming the solution around the particle 
  ++i;
  if m < (25.25*r1^3)
    ++ti;
    %disp('saturated')
    Va = (10.93*r1^3 + 2.518*m)/2.608; % 'Va' is the volume of the aerosol particle   
    r2 = (3*Va/4/pi)^(1/3); % 'r2' is the wet aerosol particle radius (cm)
    NaCl = 0.36*m; % 'NaCl' is the mass of dissolved NaCl in water around the particle
    % ---------> All the above holds if the solution is saturated in NaCl, until there is still some
    % NaCl inside the particle, (9.09*r1^3 - 0.36*m)>=0; m<= (25.25*r1^3) (g)     
    % when m>(25.25*r1^3) then we apply the Koehler equation, being the NaCl solution no more saturated
    % on assuming linear variation of the density of NaCl solution with concentration we have
  else  
    %disp('koehler')
    dens = 5.1*r1^3/m + 1; % 'dens' is the density of the aerosol particle, now moniphasic (g/cm^3)
    Va = (9.09*r1^3 + m)/dens; % Va is the volume of the particle, now monophasic
    r2 = (3*Va/4/pi)^(1/3);   
    NaCl = 9.09*r1^3;   
  end
  
  % now we spot the Raoult equation (see wikipedia for example)
  molefractionH2O = (m/18)/(m/18 + 2*NaCl/58.44); % H2O=18 ; NaCl = 58.44  molecular weights ; i(van't Hoff) = 2
  Pvap = Ppure*molefractionH2O;

  % now we spot the Kelvin equation (see wikipedia ---> ln(P/Pvap) =2*gamma*Vm/(r2*R*T)   )
  P(i) = Pvap * exp(2*100*0.0728*18e-6/(r2*R*T)); % (r2 in (cm), all the other in S.I. units)



  radius(i) = log10(r2);
end

plot(radius(1:ti),P(1:ti)./Ppure,'r',radius(ti:end),P(ti:end)./Ppure,'b');grid on; grid minor on;
xlabel("Particle radius (log scale,cm)");
ylabel("Saturation ratio");
title('Modified Koehler Curve');
legend('Saturated droplet + NaCl','Solubilized droplet')


